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Organizations have the opportunity to improve customer satisfaction,
value and loyalty through social media, but IT application leaders
supporting customer-facing initiatives must ensure they are part of an
enterprise-scale strategy or risk harming the customer experience.

Key Challenges

Social media's popularity has increased customer touchpoints on a scale that many organizations can't meet, leading to social media
strategies that aren't customer-centric.

Social media strategy is most commonly a task of the marketing department rather than a key driver of the customer experience
throughout the entire organization.

Organizations are treating social media engagement as something separate from traditional customer experience strategies, leading to
conflicting customer profiles and inconsistent customer experiences which diminish trust.

Recommendations

Determine when and where engagement of customers via social media is appropriate (or necessary) based upon your social business
goals.

Identify operational and customer experience repercussions of deciding to, or not to, respond to customers using social media.

Meet with social media leads in marketing, customer service, sales and digital commerce, marketing and sales to reconcile unique and
repetitive business objectives and the people, processes and technologies which support them, and determine how solutions and data
strategies can support commonly shared objectives .

Identify gaps in the collection or use of social datasets for customer engagement that could be optimized if social strategy was
coordinated at an enterprise level.

Assess your current level of CRM capability for including social activity and information into primary customer records against the
desired state.

Investigate ways for linking your loyalty program to social profiles such as offering points for activity or signup.
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At every customer touchpoint, organizations have the opportunity to maintain or improve upon their customers' experiences. According to
a 2015 Gartner Research Circle survey, organizations' primary reasons for wanting to create a unified, positive customer experience are to
improve customer satisfaction, improve product or service quality and value, and improve customer loyalty. (#dv_1_gartner_research)
From marketing emails to customer support calls to in-person sales meetings to in-store interactions, organizations have historically
struggled to provide a unified customer experience, and the hype of social media and social networking hasn't made it any easier.

Some organizations have fully embraced social media as a critical channel for managing customer experiences, 29% of organizations cite
social networking as a customer experience improvement initiative for 2015, (#dv_1_gartner_research) and others have chosen to ignore
social media as a customer channel altogether. Regardless of perceived activity of organizations on social media, there are things which
organizations publicly do and don't do that are actively harming the customer experience. While there are many red flags that a social
media strategy is harming the customer experience, Gartner identifies three of the most common signs that this is occurring at all stages
of maturity (see Table 1 and "The Five Stages of Social Media Adoption for CRM" (http://www.gartner.com/document/code/257818?
ref=grbody&refval=3048117) ).

IT Leaders, in particular, are well-positioned to support the business to improve the customer experience via social media. More
specifically, IT has a wider view across the organization than most departments and also tends to think in longer time scales — both
attributes that prove valuable in customer experience initiatives.

Table 1.   The Three Signs Your Social Media Strategy Is Harming Your Customer Experience

Source: Gartner (May 2015)

With each sign that your social media strategy is harming your customer experience, there are clear best practices for IT application
leaders to turn poorly managed social customer touchpoints into business opportunities.
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1. Your social media strategy

doesn't account for responding

to posts.

The majority of your social media posts are

automated.

The focus of your social media strategy is an

editorial calendar.

You can identify issues needing to be resolved

over social media but don't have anyone

preassigned to resolve them.

Almost one in four consumers say they have used social media to get

an organization's response. (#dv_2_american_express)

Ad hoc responses to social media posts are not scalable in times of

success or crisis.

Clearly automated posts dilute the power of social media as perceived

by customers, which is in the human-to-human contact.

2. Your knowledge of your social

media strategy is that it's

something marketing handles.

You know your organization has a Facebook

page and Twitter handle, but you're not sure

what they're used for.

You're not sure how many social media accounts

your organization is associated with, and no one

else is either.

Social media is a department or team of people

within a business unit, rather than something

addressed at the enterprise level.

Customers and the public see conflicting or redundant messages from

multiple accounts operating under your organization's name.

Social media posts which are addressed to the "wrong" account don't

get addressed.

Enterprise-applicable social data is being lost in departmental siloes, if

it's being captured at all.

3. It's unclear if the people your

organization is engaging with on

social media are customers.

There are no signs of social media engagement

history within your primary customer records.

There are no signs of customer record

information within your social CRM application.

Social media is not tied to your loyalty program.

If an issue needs to be escalated off of social

media, you need to ask the user for a phone

number or email address.

Posts from existing customers or known prospects that present real

business opportunity are not handled at a higher priority level than

those from noncustomers or nonprospects.

Conversation histories and context are lost as you move from channel

to channel to engage with customers.

The opportunity to gather social data to support personalization

efforts is lost.

Sign What Else it Might Look Like 3 Examples of Why It's Harmful
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Table 2 outlines how each sign of failure can be acted upon by IT application leaders to ensure their partners in customer service, digital
commerce, marketing and sales are improving customer satisfaction, improving product or service quality and value, and improving
customer loyalty.

Table 2.   Best Practices for Making Social Media a Customer Experience Game Changer

Source: Gartner (May 2015)

If Your Social Media Strategy Doesn't Account for Responding to Posts…

Determine When and Where Response to Customers via Social Media Is Appropriate Based Upon Your Social Business
Goals
Almost one in four consumers say they have used social media to get an organization's response, but responding to every social media
post won't help to scale the business, so IT application leaders must work with the business to identify the posts that require a response by
marketing, communications, sales or digital commerce.

Before IT can assist with this, the organization must decide what it is trying to achieve with its social business strategy. In most use case
scenarios, organizations will opt to respond to posts that require customer support, present themselves as easy marketing opportunities,
or indicate propensity to buy; however, there are organizations in industries such as energy and utilities, pharmaceuticals, or public
transportation that deliberately choose not to respond based on their business objectives.

For example, a utility company may use social media to alert people of known outages and estimated time to repair, but could not feasibly
scale to meet the individual concerns of their thousands of users in an ultimately short window of time (e.g., widespread outage such as
that caused during a natural disaster). This utility company may decide that its objective for social media is to inform rather than to engage
with its customers.

Conversely, a retail marketplace like Amazon must actively respond to customer support requests on social media if it wants to maintain
customer loyalty in a competitive environment. IT application leaders are then responsible for helping the business to identify anything on
social media that is a customer complaint or support request.

To Do:To Do:

IT application leaders must work with business leaders to determine what business goals they are trying to accomplish with their social
strategies.

Work to develop or interface with social application providers that can identify the posts ripe for response based upon those goals.

Identify Operational and Customer Experience Repercussions of Deciding to, or Not to, Respond to Customers via
Social Media

1. Your social media strategy doesn't account for

responding to posts.

Work with the business to provide support for when and where response is necessary based upon social

business goals.

Encourage business leaders to identify operational and customer experience repercussions of deciding to, or

not to, respond.

2. Your knowledge of your social media strategy is

that it's something marketing handles.

Meet with social media leads in customer service, digital commerce, marketing and sales to reconcile unique

and repetitive business objectives and the people, processes and technologies that support them.

Identify gaps in the collection or use of social datasets that could be optimized if social strategy was

coordinated at an enterprise level.

3. You're not sure if the people your organization is

engaging with on social media are customers.

Assess your current level of CRM capability for including social activity and information into primary customer

records against the desired state.

Investigate ways to link your loyalty program to social profiles, such as offering points for activity or signup or

rewarding advocates.

Sign Your Social Media Strategy Is Harming Your
Customer Experience What to Do About It



Deciding to, or not to, respond, regardless of your business objectives, will have an impact on customer experience.

Take, for example, a utility company with the business objective of informing its customers rather than engaging with them. The utility
company perceives the benefit of social media as a means of mass communication that can deflect customer calls asking about outages
or estimated time to repair, but the customer may have different objectives. Customers of this utility likely have two objectives, and only
one is being met. The first objective they may have is to stay informed with what is going on with their utility, and that objective is met. But
they may also have an objective of having someone to listen to them and answer their individualized, personal question. Instead, when they
receive a mass message, it may have a negative impact on their customer experience and their loyalty to the utility.

In certain industries, the decision to, or not to, respond could make a difference in revenue. For example, if an hotelier identifies social
media users looking to visit the city its hotel is in, it has the opportunity to extend an offer to those users — very contextualized marketing
and an immediate opportunity to generate revenue. In order to do this at scale, many IT application leaders opt to try automating offers or
general messaging to users whose posts meet a certain criteria, though this must be done in line with the business strategy in order to
have the most impact.

In some instances, this automation can help organizations operationally scale and meet customers' needs for answers. In others, clearly
automated posts dilute the power of social media as perceived by customers, which is in the human-to-human contact. (See "Use These
Five Steps to Achieve a Digitally Humanist CRM Automation Strategy." (http://www.gartner.com/document/code/272965?
ref=grbody&refval=3048117) )

To Do:To Do:

It is critical that IT application leaders supporting customer experience initiatives in various industries work with the business to support
the operational feasibility of responding to social media posts and address customer experience repercussions with business leaders
including their organizationwide social media leads:

Coordinate with business leaders in marketing, digital, sales and customer service to investigate ways to support the organization in its
social response strategy.

If Your Knowledge of Your Social Media Strategy Is That It's Something Marketing Handles…

Meet With Social Media Leads in Customer Service, Digital Commerce, Marketing and Sales to Reconcile Unique and
Repetitive Business Objectives and the People, Processes and Technologies That Support Them
A key challenge for IT application leaders in organizations today is that they are not sure what social media-based activities are already
occurring within their organizations. In truth, most marketing, customer service, sales and digital commerce leaders don't know this either.

Most organizations have in excess of three social applications, and they often have parallel functionality (see "The Nine Types of Social
Applications to Consider for Your CRM Team" (http://www.gartner.com/document/code/276507?ref=grbody&refval=3048117) ). Not only
is this a waste of money, but if multiple marketing teams are using multiple social customer tools, then market data and insight get lost
and social customer histories are lost.

Regardless of technology overlap, if both customer service teams and marketing teams are responding to social media posts that mention
the organization without knowing of the other's approach, customers may get conflicting messages. Or worse, if a customer reaches out to
a marketing-run account with a customer service question that marketing doesn't know how to address, and it doesn't know of existing
customer service resources to assist with the request, customer inquiries are lost.

Not only will reconciling unique and repetitive business objectives help optimize organizational resources, but it will also help deliver a
consistent customer experience.

To Do:To Do:

IT application leaders must assist the business in reconciling unique and repetitive business objectives and the people, processes and
technologies that support the organization — business unit to business unit.

Encourage documentation of duplicative communication scenarios to identify and address specific examples negatively impacting the
customer experiences.
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Identify Gaps in the Collection or Use of Social Datasets That Could Be Optimized If Social Strategy Was Coordinated at
an Enterprise Level
Consistent customer experiences rely on a consistent and unified dataset. If multiple departments within an organization manage their
own, enterprise-unknown social media strategies — data gets lost. Social data that is important to one organization might not be deemed
important to another, and vice versa. For example, a social customer service team may not care if the customer has clicked on a link to
social marketing campaign content, but obviously the social marketing team would.

If the social customer service team was by default gathering that data through its social application, the team might ignore it rather than
send it to the marketers, not recognizing the marketers are looking for it or not knowing who in the marketing organization it should send
the data to. While this saves the organization on resources — both people and technology — it fails to establish a foundational and
transparent process for the handoff and sharing of content- and context-rich data from one department to another.

To Do:To Do:

Facilitate a gap analysis exercise with IT, marketing and customer service leads to identify areas where data and content handoff
breakdowns occur.

It's Unclear If the People Your Organization Is Engaging With on Social Media Are Customers…

Assess Your Organization's Current CRM Capability for Linking Social Profiles and Activity to Existing Customer Records
Against the Desired State of Your Social Media Interaction Strategy
Mature application leaders no longer view social media as a one-off marketing promotion channel; instead, marketing is seen as a source
of business growth and definitive business value. However, many organizations have struggled to leverage social as part of a unified
customer experience, in part because interactions and customer profiles are not captured or linked up to existing customer records. The
ability of marketing, customer service, sales or digital commerce employees to identify individuals as customers is an important step in
providing a positive and consistent customer experience. Failure to recognize someone as a customer sends mixed messages about the
importance of the customer relationship and possibly diminishes customer experience efforts in other channels. For example, a regular
customer recognized at her local store may feel disconnected if treated like a "number" on a social interaction with the brand. A few
indicators of this occurring in your organization are as follows:

No signs of social media engagement history exist within your primary customer records.

No signs of customer record information exist within your social CRM application.

If a loyalty program exists, social customer data and interactions are not tied to the program planning and execution.

The scenarios above represent missed opportunity by, for example not being able to identify and respond to posts from customers or
prospects that present real opportunity from those who may not.

In order to address the issue of identifying existing customers on social media, an assessment needs to be made of current social for CRM
capability. Application leaders must have insight into the organization's desired state of interactions to make an informed assessment and
prioritize any future technology decisions. Several packaged CRM applications now include social, but depth of capability will vary.

To Do:To Do:

Application managers must look for the ability to listen to and monitor social activity at a minimum and ideally include the capability to
capture social conversational history, profile data and customer service case history as part of the customer record.

Meet with marketing, customer service, sales and digital commerce leaders to spearhead the formation of data strategy and technology
prioritization in light of aspirational organizational customer experience goals.

Investigate Ways for Linking Your Loyalty Program to Social Profiles Such as Offering Points for Activity or Signup
The ability to tie social interactions back to customer records allows for an enhanced customer experience, minimizes disconnected
communications and ultimately increases customer retention. This capability is becoming an increasing point of differentiation for
organizations in their multichannel communications strategies, and multichannel loyalty is part of a holistic approach to CRM. Today's



customers expect businesses to sustain interactions with them that are connected, convenient, consistent and personalized. Regardless of
the channel used to interact, customers expect to have a response to questions, service issues and feedback that is consistent across
channels. Without the ability to recognize customers via social, conversation histories and context are lost across channels and the ability
to gather social data to support personalization efforts is lost. Also lost is the opportunity to turn loyal customers into fans and advocates
and create a virtuous circle of trust for your brand.

Organizations with loyalty programs and/or mobile shopping applications can investigate ways to link customer information from the
program to social data. Examples include logging into a loyalty program with a social media login or even participating in a social
promotion tied to the loyalty program. For example, Walgreen's "Steps With Balance Rewards" (#dv_3_balance_rewards) is a healthy living
initiative tied to the Balance Rewards loyalty program, which rewards members for logging exercise and steps and sharing goals and
milestone on the Balance Rewards social community. (#dv_4_walgreens_flying) Information collected in a social community such as this
can then be used to drive targeted rewards and offers, provided the customer has opted in to receiving them. As more organizations try out
alternative engagement methods as part of a loyalty strategy, consumer expectations for interaction will continue to evolve. These
expectations will create a push from consumers for enhanced communication and personalized interactions. Only organizations that meet
and exceed customer expectations and create engaging and consistent interactions will foster more sustainable and loyal relationships
over time and improve customer experience and retention. (See "Top Benefits and Use Cases of Social for CRM in 2015."
(http://www.gartner.com/document/code/272494?ref=grbody&refval=3048117) )

To Do:To Do:

Assess the current limitations in technology for using unstructured data from social networks alongside structured transactional and
loyalty data.

Experiment with rewarding brand advocates with social-driven offers — for example, by offering early access to new products as a result
of their promotional activities on social media.

"Top Use Cases and Benefits of Social for CRM in 2015" (http://www.gartner.com/document/code/272494?ref=ggrec&refval=3048117)

"The Nine Types of Social Applications to Consider for Your CRM Team" (http://www.gartner.com/document/code/276507?
ref=ggrec&refval=3048117)

"How to Incorporate Social Data for CRM Into Your Quest for a 360-Degree View of the Customer"
(http://www.gartner.com/document/code/273280?ref=ggrec&refval=3048117)

Additional Gartner Recommended Reading Outside Your Current SubscriptionsAdditional Gartner Recommended Reading Outside Your Current Subscriptions

"Retail Leaders Must Support Customer Engagement Now by Moving Beyond Transactional Loyalty"

(http://www.gartner.com/document/code/259959?ref=ggrec&refval=3048117)

Gartner Research Circle Survey on Customer Experience Innovation, January 2015.

"American Express 2014 Global Customer Service Barometer, Findings in the United States,"
(http://about.americanexpress.com/news/docs/2014x/2014-Global-Customer-Service-Barometer-US.pdf) Ebiquity.

"Balance Rewards for Healthy Choices," (https://www.walgreens.com/steps/stepslanding.jsp) Walgreens.

Walgreens Flying High With Balance Rewards Program," (http://loyalty360.org/resources/article/walgreens-flying-high-with-balance-
rewards-loyalty-program) Loyalty360.
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